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LUOGO: San Teodoro, Sardegna, Italy
YEAR: 2017 
PROJECT: Altromodoarchitects
LIGHTING DESIGNER: Altromodoarchitects, Pablo Caddeo
STRUCTURE: Essei Servizi
LANDSCAPE: Ivan Gallo

A luxury stay 
in Gallura



Villa Stazzo towers over 
the splendid waters of 
Gallura, Italy. Completed 
in 2016, this exclusive 
residence is named after 
the typical country house 
of Sardinia the “stazzo”.





Together with the practice 
Altomodoarchitects and 
Paolo Caddeo, Platek 
was responsible for the 
external illumination of the 
villa that sits a few steps 
away from the sea. The 
installed fixtures highlight 
the traditional stone 
architecture that is typical 

of the area. ETEREA floor, 
illuminates the walking 
areas with a soft and 
discreet effect without 
disturbing the landscape 
views. PASSO together 
with ground recessed 
fixtures highlight the 
pathways that intertwine 
around the main structure.





CHIODO, design by 
Danesi&Buzzoni, blends 
with the vegetation.
MESH in the battery 
version, design by Marco 
Acerbis, is used as a 
decorative element to 
create an intimate and 
relaxing atmosphere. 
ESAGONO, a mobile 
product, enhances the 
stone finishes of the 
facade. FROG, within 

the villa, perfectly 
combines the design of 
the furniture choices.The 
NANO projector in full 
stainless steel, developed 
specifically for sea front 
applications and saline 
environments, create 
incredible light effects in 
the grounds of the villa that 
is surrounded by typical 
Mediterranean vegetation. 















TECHNICAL SHEET

ETEREA large MESH table ESAGONO

outdoor

size
h 455 mm

outdoor

size
h 420 mm

outdoor

size
600 mm
1200 mm

NANO
drive over

FROG bollard PASSO

outdoor

size
Ø 45 mm

outdoor

size
h 500 mm

outdoor

size
110x145x26 mm

NANO full inox
floodlight

indoor/outdoor

size
H 50 mm

CHIODO
spike

outdoor

sizes
H 1700 mm
H 1100 mm
H 600 mm
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